PocketDairy for PocketPC

1. Install the Active Sync software that comes with the PocketPC device and establish a partnership with the handheld and desktop computer.

2. Install the PocketDairy for PocketPC files from the CD installer. This is done after installing or updating PCDART from a CD. Click the button next to number 4 Check PC and Copy PPC files from the PCDART installation menu.

3. Open PCDART and click the PocketDairy Icon at the top of the screen. Select the Install PocketDairy tab.

4. Click the button to Install DotNet Framework 2 on this Computer. Follow the prompts and accepts all the defaults. REBOOT the computer when this step is complete.

5. After rebooting open PCDART and click the PocketDairy Icon at the top of the screen. Select the Install PocketDairy tab.

6. Click the button to Install Sql Server Express on this Computer. Follow the prompts and accept all the defaults.

7. Click the button to Install Desktop Components for PocketDairy. Follow the prompts and accept all the defaults.

8. Click the button to Install Device Components for PocketDairy. Be sure to check the device screen and allow the programs to be installed on the device before clicking ok to install the next program on the desktop computer screen. Accept the installation of the program from an unknown publisher on the device during the installation if prompted. Windows Mobile 5.0 users may be prompted to restart the device during the last of three installations which is Compact Framework .NET 2.0. Please click cancel to cancel the restart and allow the first synchronization of PocketDairy for PPC to execute with PCDART.

9. Syncing will occur and the herd information will load to PocketDairy.
The handheld will open to the PocketPC Windows Desktop.

Tap the Windows Start Button in the upper left corner of the screen then select Programs.

Select PocketDairy if you are a Producer with one herdcode. Select HerdManager if you are a Consultant, Technician, or Producer with multiple herdcodes.

A shortcut will then appear for either PocketDairy_PPC or HerdManager_PPC under the Start Menu. If desired you can have both shortcuts appear.

If you select the HerdManager_PPC shortcut the program will open to a Herd Manager screen. To
open the desired herd tap the herdcode number then tap OK.

If you select the PocketDairy_PPC shortcut the program will open to the PocketDairy Main Menu. This is also the screen that will appear once you select the desired herd if using the Herd Manager. The PocketDairy Main Menu allows easy access to the Cow Page and most frequently used Input Screens.

- **Cow Page** – Information on individual cows and heifers. Group changes can be done on this screen.
- **Breed** – Input of Breeding, Heats and PGH dates for cows and heifers. A remark can be entered at the time of breeding. Group changes can also be done on this screen.
- **BST** – Input of cows into and out of the BST herd. Group changes can also be done on this screen.
- **Calve** – Input of calving dates, calving ease, body weight and body condition score for cows and heifers. Assignment of RFID can be done on kept calves along with group number changes for the kept calves and the fresh animal.
- **Dry** – Dry dates, body conditions scores and remarks can be entered for each cow. Group changes can also be done on this screen.
- **Growth** – Input of heifer height and weight. A remark can also be entered.
- **Quit** – Closes the program after confirming you want to exit.
- **Health** - Input of treatments and remarks for cows and heifers. Group changes can also be done on this screen.
- **Hospital** – Input of cows into and out of the hospital herd. A remark can also be entered.
- **Left** – A left date and up to two reasons can be entered for cows and heifers. Group changes can also be done on this screen.
- **New Animal** – Input of new cows and heifers.
- **Repro** – Input of reproductive and recheck codes. A remark can also be entered.
- **RFID** – Allows for entering RFID and Premises ID on animals. Group changes can also be done on this screen.
- **Bluetooth** – Allows for establishing the connection of a Bluetooth device (RFID wand) with the handheld.
Cow Page

Relevant information on each animal is displayed. For a cow the user has access to the animal’s days in milk or days dry depending upon status. The current and previous testday milk weight and somatic cell count information. The 305 day milk equivalent and herd mate deviation. Along with her last calving date, lactation number, breeding or heat date, her days since last breeding, the number of times bred, her reproduction and recheck codes, her date to dry off and due date. For a heifer the user has access to the animal’s birth date, her age in months, her last breeding or heat date, the days since last breeding, the number of times bred, her reproduction and recheck codes and her due date.

Selecting a different animal is done by tapping on the animal’s identification at the top of the Cow Page. This will bring up a number pad to enter the animal’s index number or tap All Keys to show a full keyboard if using barn names. When finished entering the animal’s identification tap the appropriate button for Cow or Heifer. The animal’s Cow Page will then be displayed. Navigation through the herd can also be done by tapping the < or > buttons. The < will take you to the previous animal in the herd numerically or alphabetically depending upon the herd’s animal identification preference. The > will take you to the next animal in the herd numerically or alphabetically depending upon the herd’s animal identification preference.
Additional information can be loaded on the second page of the cow page by creating a custom database item file in PCDART under the PocketDairy Icon’s Sync Settings tab. These settings can be different for each handheld if multiple handhelds are used at one operation. The file can contain up to six database items. If the RFID and Premises are assigned it will also display on this page.

Health History (HHist) – The health history of an animal is viewable by tapping the HHist button on the main cow page screen. Settings in PCDART allow the user to limit the information shown to the current lactation, a certain number of records per animal, a range of health event codes, all health events, or no health events. These settings can be different for each handheld if multiple handhelds are used at one operation.
**Todo List** – This is a list of actions that needs done on an animal. The list is created in PCDART by creating a report that includes database item 684 (Reason on Report) as a control. If database item 684 is not on the report only the report title will show for that animal on the Todo List. The report needs to be added to a set. The set can contain up to six individual reports. That set needs selected to load to PocketDairy under the sync settings tab in PCDART. Audio files can be mapped to the report titles and reasons. The audio files will then play when the animal is selected or scanned with a RFID reader. See the Setup Audio documentation under PCDART help for more details.

Change Group (Gp) Number Input Screen – Allows the user to change an animal’s group number. The **Prior group** listed is the last group number she was in. The **Orig. group** is the group number she was in when the handheld was last synced with PCDART. The **Now in** group number is the group she currently is in on the handheld. Comparing the **Orig. group** and the **Now in** group will show if a group number change has been entered in PocketDairy for an animal.

**Clear** – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

**Escape** – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

**Save** – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

**Breed Input Screen**

The breeding input screen displays the last three breeding dates, breeding number and service sires for the current lactation.

**Breeding #** - Tap the box with the number to bring up a number pad or tap the – or + buttons to increment the breeding number up or down.
**Breed Date** – Tap the date box to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date or tap the – or + buttons to increment the date backwards or forwards.

**Service Sire** – Tap the box to bring up a keypad to enter in the sire’s NAAB code. The breed letters at the bottom of the screen make entering the code easier. If needed tap **All Keys** to bring up a complete keyboard screen.

**Trigger and Time** - Tap the box next to trigger to open a Breeding Time and Trigger input screen. Tap the appropriate box with the desired trigger. Tap the appropriate box with the desired time.

**Clr** – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

**Esc** – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

**CP** – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

**Save** – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

Tap the box next to **Technician** to enter the breeding technician number. Enter a value between 1 and 99 and tap **Save** to exit the screen and save the changes. Tap **Clr** to clear any entries you have made and start over. Tap **Esc** to exit the screen without saving any changes.

The **Next Breed** button will allow another breeding date to be entered before having to hot sync. If you tap **Next Breed** a blank breeding input screen will appear. Fill in the information for the second breeding. The breeding number will automatically increment to the next number on the new screen.

**Enter Remarks** – Tap to open a keyboard screen to enter comment or remark about the breeding event. This remark will be recorded as a health code 90 (Comment) under Treatments and Remarks in PCDART. Tapping the **Keys** button will also take you to a keyboard. Any information entered will be recorded in the **Enter Remarks** box.

**Heat** – Tap to record a heat date for the animal.

**PgH** – Tap to record a PgH date for the animal.
Sticky – Tap to activate an Apply to All function. This animal’s status change information will be applied to the following animals until it is turned off. Tap Sticky and select the next animal by tapping in their index number or scanning their RFID tag. Deselect Sticky to turn off the feature.

Favorite (Favr) Sires List - A list of up to twelve most commonly used sires can be created in PCDART and loaded into PocketDairy. Tapping the Favr button then selecting the bull from the list speeds up the process of entering breeding data.

Tap Sug to list any Suggested Service Sires for the Animal. If an animal has suggested service sires in PCDART those sires will be listed here. Suggested service sires can be entered in PCDART for each animal through the input desk or by importing a file from a mating service. See PCDART Help for more information on the topic.

Clr – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

Esc – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

CP – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

Save – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

BST Input Screen

BST herd status can only be entered on cows. The cow’s BST status is displayed at the top of the screen. If it lists Out she is currently not in the BST herd. If it lists In she is currently in the BST herd.

New Entry – Tap the circle next to Inject or Stop to place the animal in or out of the BST herd.

Date - Tap the date box to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date or tap the – or + buttons to increment the date backwards or forwards.

Enter Remarks – Tap the Enter Remarks button to bring up a keyboard screen that allows a comment or remark about the BST event to be entered. This remark will be recorded as a health code 90 (Comment) under Treatments and Remarks in PCDART. Tapping the Keys button will
also take you to a keyboard. Any information entered will be recorded in the Enter Remarks box.

**Sticky** – Tap to activate an Apply to All function. This animal’s status change information will be applied to the following animals until it is turned off. Tap Sticky and select the next animal by tapping in their index number or scanning their RFID tag. Deselect Sticky to turn off the feature.

**Clr** – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

**Esc** – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

**CP** – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

**Save** – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

---

**Calve Input Screen**

**New Cow Index** – If the animal is a fresh heifer a cow index number needs assigned when entering the calving data.

**Calf Group** – If the calf is a kept animal a group number for the calf can be entered on this screen.

**Calving Date** - Tap the date box to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date or tap the – or + buttons to increment the date backwards or forwards.

**Assign RFID** – If the calf is a kept animal the RFID for the calf can be assigned on this screen.

**Sex-Disp** – Tap the box to bring up a list of calf types. If the calf had left the herd a disposal code list will appear after selecting HeiferLeft or BullLeft.

**Index** – If the calf is kept an index number is required.
**BarnName** – Once the Index number is entered the BarnName will default to that value. Tap the box to change the number or to enter an alpha BarnName.

**DHIA ID** – A metal eartag number or registration number can be entered here. This information is not required to complete the entry.

**Ease** – Calving Ease can be selected from this screen. Selecting *No Calving Ease* blanks the entry for this field. Selecting *No Problem* is the same as a calving ease score of 1. Selecting *Slight Problem* is the same as a calving ease score of 2. Selecting *Needed Assist* is the same as a calving ease score of 3. Selecting *Considerable Force* is the same as a calving ease score of 4. Selecting *Extreme Difficulty* is the same as a calving ease score of 5.

**BW** – Body weight of the fresh animal can be entered from this screen. Enter a value between 5 and 20. This will translate into 500 – 2000 pounds.

**BCS** – Body Condition Score at calving can be entered from this screen. Select the whole number between 1 and 5 and then the tenth to enter the desired score. Tap the **Save** button to save the entry and return to the calving screen.

**ToCalf 2** - If the animal had twins tap this button to enter in the information on the second calf.

**Clr** – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

**Esc** – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

**CP** – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.
Save – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

**Dry Input Screen**

**Dry Date** – Tap the date box to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date or tap the - or + buttons to increment the date backwards or forwards.

**BCS** – Body Condition Score at dry off can be entered from this screen. Select the whole number between 1 and 5 and then the tenth to enter the desired score. Tap the Save button to save the entry and return to the calving screen.

**Enter Remarks** – Tap the Enter Remarks button to bring up a keyboard screen that allows a comment or remark about the dry event to be entered. This remark will be recorded as a health code 90 (Comment) under Treatments and Remarks in PCDART. Tapping the Keys button will also take you to a keyboard. Any information entered will be recorded in the Enter Remarks box.

**Sticky** – Tap to activate an Apply to All function. This animal’s status change information will be applied to the following animals until it is turned off. Tap Sticky and select the next animal by tapping in their index number or scanning their RFID tag. Deselect Sticky to turn off the feature.

**Clr** – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

**Esc** – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

**CP** – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

**Save** – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

**Growth Input Screen**

**Height** – Enter the height in inches for the heifer.

**Weight** – Enter the weight in pounds for the heifer.
**Date** - Tap the date box to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date or tap the – or + buttons to increment the date backwards or forwards.

**Enter Remarks** – Tap the **Enter Remarks** button to bring up a keyboard screen that allows a comment or remark about the heifer growth event to be entered. This remark will be recorded as a health code 90 (Comment) under Treatments and Remarks in PCDART. Tapping the **Keys** button will also take you to a keyboard. Any information entered will be recorded in the **Enter Remarks** box.

**Clr** – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

**Esc** – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

**CP** – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

**Save** – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and return to a blank heifer growth screen to enter in the next heifer’s information.

---

**Quit Screen**

**OK** – Tap to exit the PocketDairy menu and return to the Herd Manager if you entered through a Herd Manager. If you entered directly into PocketDairy it will return you to the handheld’s Windows desktop.

**Cancel** – Tap to cancel out of the Quit function and return to PocketDairy.

---

**Health (Treatments and Remarks) Input Screen**

Tap the buttons labeled 20 – 70 or 90 to bring up a list of health codes associated with that range of numbers. If you tap on 50 health codes 50 –
59 are available. Select the code description from the list. These codes correspond to the health codes in PCDART. Assigning and editing of the codes must be done in PCDART.

**Date** - Tap to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date or tap the – or + buttons to increment the date backwards or forwards.

Tap the circle next to one of the action **No Treat**, **Hospital**, **Treat** or **Retreat**.

**Enter Remarks** – Tap to open a keyboard screen and enter a comment or event.

**Sticky** – Tap to turn on an Apply to All function. This animal’s status change information will be applied to the following off. Tap Sticky and select tapping in their index number tag. Deselect Sticky to turn off the feature.

**REM** – Tap to bring up a list of commonly used remarks. This list can be customized in PCDART. The list can contain up to twelve remarks. This allows quick entry and helps make treatment records consistent.

**Keys** – Tap to open a keyboard screen. Any information entered will be recorded in the **Enter Remarks** box.

**Clr** – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

**Esc** – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

**CP** – Tap to return you to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

**Save** – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

### Hospital Input Screen

Hospital herd status can only be entered on cows. The cow’s hospital status is displayed at the top of the screen. If it lists Out she is currently not in the hospital herd. If it lists In she is currently in the hospital herd.

**New Entry** – Tap the circle next to In or Out to place the animal in or out of the hospital herd.
Date - Tap the date box to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date or tap the – or + buttons to increment the date backwards or forwards.

Enter Remarks – Tap the Enter Remarks button to bring up a keyboard screen that allows a comment or remark about the hospital event to be entered. This remark will be recorded as a health code 90 (Comment) under Treatments and Remarks in PCDART. Tapping the Keys button will also take you to a keyboard. Any information entered will be recorded in the Enter Remarks box.

Sticky – Tap to activate an Apply to All function. This animal’s status change information will be applied to the following animals until it is turned off. Tap Sticky and select the next animal by tapping in their index number or scanning their RFID tag. Deselect Sticky to turn off the feature.

Clr – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

Esc – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

CP – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

Save – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

Left Input Screen

Left Date - Tap the date box to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date or tap the – or + buttons to increment the date backwards or forwards.

Reason 1 – Tap the Rsn1 button to select from a list of left herd reasons. This information is required to save the entry.

Reason 2 – Tap the Rsn2 button to select a secondary reason for leaving the herd from the list. This entry is optional.

Enter Remarks – Tap the Enter Remarks button to bring up a keyboard screen that allows a comment or remark about the left herd event to be entered. This remark will be recorded as a health code 90 (Comment) under Treatments and Remarks in PCDART.

Sticky – Tap to activate an Apply to All function. This animal’s status change information will be applied to the following animals until it is turned off. Tap Sticky and select the next animal by tapping in their index number or scanning their RFID tag. Deselect Sticky to turn off the feature.
Clr – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

Esc – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

CP – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

Save – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.
New Animal Input Screen

The new animal screen will open as a blank form. Tap the box at the top of the screen next to Cow: to enter the animal’s index number then tap Cow or Heifer depending upon the animal type.

Enter in a group number by tapping the box next to the index box.

**Name** – Once the Index number is entered the BarnName will default to that value. Tap the box to change the number or to enter an alpha BarnName.

**Transfer** – If the animal is a transfer cow from another DHIA herd tap the box. Enter in the old herdcode and old index number information. The animal’s records will be transferred into your herd upon completion of a testday.

**DHIA ID** – Enter the metal eartag or registration number for the animal.

**Breed** – Tap and select the appropriate breed for the animal from the list provided.

**Farm ID** – This is an optional field. Enter in a secondary eartag or tattoo number if desired.

**BirthDte** – Tap the date box to bring up a calendar screen to select the correct date. Tap –2yr to set the date back two years from the date selected. If you don’t know the actual birthdate of the animal enter in a date that is estimated and tap the box next to Est to indicate that it is an estimated date.

**Sire ID** – Tap the box to enter in the Sire’s NAAB code or registration number. Remember to enter in the correct breed for the Sire. Leave the field blank if you do not know the correct sire information.

**Dam ID** – Tap to enter in the Dam’s eartag or registration number. Remember to enter in the correct breed for the Dam. Leave the field blank if you do not know the correct dam information.
Dam Sire – Tap to enter in the Maternal Grand sire’s NAAB code or registration number. Remember to enter in the correct breed for the Maternal Grand sire. Leave the field blank if you do not know the correct MGS information.

RFID – Tap to enter in the animal’s RFID number by scanning the RFID tag or manually entering the number.

Clr – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

Del – Tap to delete a new animal’s entry after it has been saved. Confirm the deletion to proceed.

Esc – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

Save – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

**Repro Screen**

The screen will open to the codes associated with PregChk. To access the Recheck codes tap the ReCheck box.

Notice the calendar date box above the word Status on the screen. Tap the down arrow to change the date if it isn’t today’s date.

**Preg** – Tap to mark an animal pregnant to the most recent breeding date.

**Est** – Tap to bring up an input screen for an Estimated Breeding. The screen will allow you to select a service sire from your favorites list or manually enter the sire’s identification. Enter the number of days pregnant by tapping the value in the appropriate box.

**P*** – Tap to mark an animal pregnant to a prior breeding. Any prior breedings will be displayed in the middle of the screen. Tap the box next to the prior breeding date to select the correct date.

**Del** – Tap to delete a reproductive code entered since the last testday.

**CULL** – Tap to mark an animal as a reproductive cull.

**OPEN** – Tap to mark an animal as Open.
Enter Remarks – Tap to bring up a keyboard screen that allows a comment or remark about the repro event to be entered. This remark will be recorded as a health code 90 (Comment) under Treatments and Remarks in PCDART.

ReCheck – Tap to display the recheck code boxes of Blank, Verify, Ok to Brd and ReChk.

Blank – Tap to blank the animal’s current re check code.

Verify – Tap to mark the animal as verified pregnant.

Ok to Brd – Tap to mark the animal as okay to breed.

Rechk – Tap to mark the animal as needing a recheck. Enter the date desired for the next recheck if desired.

PregChk – Tap to display the pregnancy check codes of Preg, Est, P*, Del, Cull, and Open.

Rem – Tap to bring up a list of commonly used remarks. This list can be customized in PCDART. The list can contain up to twelve remarks. This allows quick entry and helps make treatment records consistent.

BCS - Body Condition Score at reproductive event can be entered from this screen. Select the whole number between 1 and 5 and then the tenth to enter the desired score. Tap the Save button to save the entry and return to the repro screen.

HHist – Tap to view the animal’s health history.

Clr – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

Del – Tap to delete a new animal’s entry after it has been saved. Confirm the deletion to proceed.

Esc – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

Save – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

RFID Screen

The RFID screen will open to an empty form.

Cow – Tap the box to enter the animal’s index number and then select cow or heifer.
Group – Tap the box to the right of the index box to enter the group number for the animal.

Enter RFID – Tap the box to manually enter in the 15 digit RFID tag number. If using a BlueTooth wand scan the tag to read and display the tag number.

Enter Premises – Tap the box to manually enter the 7 character premises. Once a premises has been entered it can be selected from the drop down box. A farm can have more than one premises.

Clr – Tap to clear the entries you have made on the screen.

Esc – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

CP – Tap to return to the selected animal’s Cow Page. This allows quick access to the Cow Page without having to return to the main menu of the program.

Save – Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

Assigning a New RFID to an animal.

Display of RFID already assigned to an animal.

Bluetooth Setup Screen

Connect – This screen establishes the connection between the handheld and the Bluetooth wand. The handheld’s Bluetooth option and the wand must both be turned on and set as a trusted device before tapping the Connect button.

Menu – Tapping this will return to the second page of the main menu.
Backup

From the PocketDairy main menu tap Backup at the bottom of the screen.

Confirm that you want to exit PocketDairy to make a backup by tapping Yes.

**Memory Cards** – Tap the down arrow to select the appropriate media for your backup.

**Herds Backed Up on Card** – Displays the herd codes of previously backed up herd that are present on the memory card.

**Herds to Back Up** – Select which herd to backup from the drop down list if more than one herd is loaded on the device.

**Backup** – Tap to start the backup process once your selections have been made.

**Restore** – Tap to restore a herd off the backup card.

**Exit** – Tap to exit the backup screen.

**About** – Tap to view the version number of PDBackup.

**Prefs** – **Configure Hardware Buttons**

**Prefs** – Tap at the bottom of the PocketDairy main menu to open. Select Configure Hardware Buttons.
Select from the drop down menus next to each of the buttons to assign the input function that will open when the button is pressed.

Refer to your device’s documentation regarding the location of the buttons.

Esc – Tap to escape the screen you are in without saving any changes.

Save - Tap to save any changes made to the screen and exit the screen.

**Syncing PocketDairy with PCDART.**

Before syncing PocketDairy make sure you have exited from PocketDairy and the Herd Manager on the PocketPC. On the desktop computer make sure PCDART is open.

When synchronization is complete this screen will appear. Tap Close to continue and return to the PocketPC Windows desktop. If you are syncing with WiFi tap Terminate to end the Active Sync connection so another user may sync from a remote location.

**Errors waiting in PCDART**

During the sync process if errors occur when reading the input into PCDART from PocketDairy this screen will appear.

In PCDART click the PocketDairy Icon, Click the Sync Status tab. Click the Review Errors button. To correct the errors enter the data into PCDART or into PocketDairy and sync again. If you need assistance in reading the error messages please contact your service affiliate representative.